The original idea of M. M. Postnikov [7] , to build up a space X by simpler spaces X in} in order to characterize its homotopy type, has been extended, generalized and clarified in many different directions. First of all there is J. C. Moore's natural approach in the category of Kan complexes [6] . D. W. Kahn gave, in a series of more recent papers, answers to many geometrical problems concerning the naturality of Postnikov decompositions (see e.g. [5] ). A. Dold [4] succeeded in decomposing a given half exact functor in a way similar to Postnikov's. There appear in the literature many different types of Postnikov-theories which are to a certain extend dual to Postnikov's idea. There is, for instance, the theory of Cartan-Serre-fibrations which was worked out for ess-spectra by D. Burghelea and A. Deleanu [3] and which gives a satisfactory dualization of a Postnikov decomposition of a ess-spectrum. There is also the (nonnatural) co-Postnikovtheory of B. Eckmann and P. Hilton, where homotopy is replaced by homology. In the author's opinion all these different theories need a common categorical approach to clear up what a Postnikov-decomposition of "something" in fact is.
We will start with an arbitrary con variant functor Φ: 5Ϊ->(£ where 5ί and (Σ are arbitrary categories. We investigate certain functors ¥:&->E which are closely related to Φ and which are called " Postnikov- functors" for Φ. (Definition 1.2); a family 5ί of Postnikov functors is called a resolution of the given functor. We then define a Postnikovsystem (in a given resolution) and a Postnikov decomposition of a given object. The main theorems of theoretical interest are theorems 1 and 2 where a given object is characterized by its Postnikov-system. All of this can easily be dualized in a categorical way ( § 3). In the next four sections we prove that all known Postnikov-theories can be subsumed under our general scheme: The known Postnikovdecompositions of the functor in question are Postnikov-decompositions in our sense and there are no others. The functors which are discussed in this connection are: The homotopy functor π with its classical Postnikov decomposition and with its dual (which is closely related to the theory of Cartan-Serre-fibrations); the homology functor and a dual Postnikov-theory. In the last section ( § 9) we treat the theory of filtered spaces in connection with a suitable functor A.
We are not going to give new algebraic invariants or to improve the known investigations on Postnikov's original theory. The only purpose of this paper is to give a general frame work in which everything that deserves the name "Postnikov-theory" seems to fit. 1* Postnikov-functors* Let Φ: Sΐ -* (£ be a given covariant functor. We are going to define what we call a decomposition functor ?F: ££-+(£ of Φ. (dl) TP = 1:
We consider the full subcategory S α cS defined by the following objects: A cί-functor which fulfills only (PI) is called a "weak-Postnikovfunctor".
Let a = (¥, T, P), β = (Ω, T u PJ be two d-functors to Φ. We write a ig /9 if there is a factorization of functor-transformations:
T=ST ί9 P = such that 1 = 50, and if fl(/) = isomorphism, f e k implies Ψ(f) -isomorphism.
1.1. One has a <; a; a <: /S, β ^ γ => α: ^ τ; if α: ^ /S ^ α then S is a functor isomorphism and Q is its inverse.
Proof. Only the last assertion needs proof. In addition to Q and S there are transformations Q: Ω~> ?Γ and S :Ψ -+ Ω such that = r lf SQ = Thus the following identities hold:
Therefore QS -1 and this proves 1.1..
If a^β then S α S S^.
Proof. On 8 α the transformation Γ is an isomorphism and P is its inverse. Since T -S2\, we have established the equality (PS)^ = 1. But 5 -ΓPi (everything on S β ) and thus T^PS) = T.PTP, -T γ P x = 1. Therefore Γ x is an isomorphism on S α , proving the desired inclusion.
The greatest Postnikov-functor is obviously μ = (Φ, 1,1), 1: #->(P where S μ -S holds. DEFINITION 
We will need the following condition:
In the fourth section we will discuss the nature of this assumption. DEFINITION i.e., a Postnikov-system is a projective spectrum with connecting maps hi. Let 21 be a given resolution of Φ\ we define 21 = 21 U μ to be the resolution obtained from 2ί by just adding μ as terminal object. A Postnikov decomposition of a given object X e B in $ is a Postnikovsystem a x = α = {/&£} in 21 such that X μ = X. We will prove the existence of ά x under condition (I): By Definition 1.2. there is for each ae% a map h a = h 
Let f:X->X
be a map in $ϊ with $(/) = isomorphism an a x a Postnikov-decomposition of X, α^ a Postnikov-decomposition of X. There is a unique isomorphism k = {fc α }:α, γ ->θγ such that k μ :X-+ X is exactly /.
The proof is a mere repetition of the arguments used in the proof of 2.2.. Let a x be a Postnikov-decomposition of an object J in t. By dropping all those terms in a x which involve μ -(Φ, 1, l)(e.g. X μ = X, h a : X μ -+ X β etc.) we get a Postnikov-system in 21 which we call a x . In case μ is already contained in 21, and therefore 21 = 21, we define
A Postnikov-system α in 21 is called convergent (or convergent to X) if there is an object IGS with a x = σ.
To give a first application of our theory we assume £ to be the category of sets: DEFINITION 2.2. A resolution 2ί is called complete if the following is true:
(
( 2 ) Let X, X f G $, let α x , a x , be two Postnikov-decompositions of X resp. X' and k = {k a }: a x -> a x , an isomorphism. Then there is a map One can easily prove:
2.4. Let 2t be a complete resolution, and let α, α' be convergent and isomorphic (i.e. α = a z , a' -a z ,, k:a z -> z , an isomorphism). Then there is an isomorphism k: a x -» α^, which extends Zr.
Proo/. Note that &,: X μ = X->X; = X' is the map / and that #(/) an isomorphism by Definition 2.2. (1), (3). THEOREM 2. Given two objects X, X' e B and Postnikov decompositions a x , a χf in a complete resolution 21. The following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) a x and a z , are isomorphic, ( 2 ) there is a map f:X-*X' such that Φ(f) is an isomorphism. This is the root of a classical theorem on the determination of the homotopy type of a space by its Postnikov decomposition. 3* Dualization. Everything that was developed in § 1 and §2 can be dualized in several different ways:
First, one can replace covariant functors by contravariant functors. This type of dualization is not so interesting from the theoretical point of view.
Second, one can dualize formally: A (dual) d-functor to Φ is a triple (¥, T, P) where T:Ψ -+Φ, P:Φ -*Ψ with PT = 1 and (d2) in Definition 1.1. In spite of the fact that every dual d-functor is itself a d-functor (by exchanging the roles of P and T) and vice-versa, we will preserve our notations (of P and T) for dual d-functors.
The dualization of a Postnikov-functor is something more substantial. (PI) is replaced by:
(PI) For given JeS there is a map k: X a ->X such that X a e2 a and Ψ(k) is an isomorphism, and (P2) by: Φ'(f) an isomorphism if and only if / is an equivalence in β φ . In the next section we will meet categories with homotopy where η turns out to be an epimorphism of this type.
5. The functor τz\ There are numerous categories in topology and algebra where a homotopy functor is defined. All these functors have in common the image category (£ = © where © is the category of group systems G = {G n }, n -0,1, where G n is a group and φ = {φ n }: {G n } ->{F n } is a family of homomorphisms φ n : G n ->F n . We will be concerned with the following categories:
(1) B = ^E -category of ess-complexes with Kan condition (i.e. Kan's extension condition [6] ).
( 2 ) S = £ category of all topological spaces and continuous maps. (2)- (4) but CίΓ-spaces instead of arbitrary spaces.
6. fi = 8^ ess-spectra with extension condition [3] . All these categories are equipped with a homotopy. Thus it makes sense to speak of the homotopy type of a given object. The homotopy functor which is defined (in different ways) for all of these categories has for ί? E , S 5^, ^β 0 the following property (Whitehead's theorem):
is $ is a homotopy equivalence if and only if π(f) is an isomorphism.
We will prove that under this condition the category $ΐ π is isomorphic to the category R H9 the homotopy cotegory of ί£ (objects are as in $ but maps are homotopy classes of maps in St). In other words: Two maps / 0 , f,: X-> Γ in ίE are homotopic, f Q~fu if and only if τj(f 0 ) = ηif,). The proof is rather easy: Consider the natural functor H: 5ΐ->$t H and verify conditions (ηl), (η2) in the preceding paragraph. There is a unique functor p: ® π -+® H with pη = H. Now take two maps / 0 ,/ x : X-> Y which are homotopic. In all cases (l)- (6) there is an object P x in $, maps i 0 , i x : X-> P x , r: P x ->X,F:P X -+Y such that: , T (w) , P (%) ) is a d-functor for π where Γ (%) resp. P (w) are the projection resp. the inclusion. The verification of (PI), (P2) where π m (p) is an isomorphism for m^n and π m (X in) ) = 1 for m > n. Since X {n) is contained in 2 a = {X\ π m (X) -1, m > n} we obtain (PI). Now let X x be any object in 2 a and k ι :X-^X 1 a suitable map which fulfills (PI). By the naturality of Postnikov-decompositions 1 we have to show that r ~ r. Onl B , the ^-skeleton of X the map p is an isomorphism (by the construction of p by J. C. Moore [6] ). Therefore r \ (X {n) ) n = r | ( X {n) ) n . On the higher dimensional skeleton r and r are again homotopic since there are no nontrivial homotopy groups and consequently no obstructions against the extension of a homotopy.
This completes the proof of:
In the categories ί? E0H and φ 0H , a = (π {n)
, T {n \ P {n) ) is a Postnikov-functor for π.
The statement of 5.3 remains true if we replace S* by $ PE .
See [3] where a Postnikov-theory for W P£ is developed. Details are left to the reader. See [3] for further references.
6. All Postnikov-decompositions of 7Γ* In the last section we proved that all functors π in) are Postnikov-functors for π (with T {n) = inclusion). In this section we are going to determine all Postnikovfunctors for π (moreover: all weak Postnikov-functors) and it will be proved that they are all of the form Ψ = π in) . and T{v r~ι ) = 1. This implies that r = 1 since Ton π n (S n ) has trivial kernel. Thus we have proved PT(v) -v. If a e π n (X), fea, we get immediately the following relation:
In other words: If there is an a e π n (X), T(a) Φ 1, then T maps π n (Y) for all 7GS injectively into Ψ{Y). Our proof will be finished as soon as we are able to prove that T(v r ) Φ 1 for v f e TΓ^S*" 1 ), the homotopy class of the identity (one dimension less). This would mean that the existence of an a e τt n (X) with T(a) Φ 1 implies that T maps π m) injectively into Ψ. We have to discuss two cases:
(1) There is an index n and an αe τc n (X) with T(a) Φ 1 but no a 9 e π n+ι {φ) with Γ(α') Φ 1. ( 2 ) There is no such n. In the first case we get immediately: 
and therefore π(k)v' -1 (since X ι e 2 a ). This is, however, a contradiction because it follows from π(k)v r = 1 that k is homotopic to the constant map and therefore that T(π(k)b) must be trivial. This completes the proof of theorem 3. For T (w) : π (n) -> π and P {n) :π-*π {n) we take the inclusion resp. the projection. We get immediately P {n) T {n) = 1. If /: X-> F and τr(/) is an isomorphism, then so is π {n) (f).
This proves:
7.1. α = (ττ (9l) , T (n) ,P (w) ) is a dual d-functor to π. Now let 2 a be the "coincidence-category": S α = {X | π m (X) = 1 for m Sn} and let IeS be an arbitrary space. We will construct a map k: X 1 ->X with J^eS* and τr w (fc) = isomorphism for m> n, in the following way: We know that RS{X), the geometric realization of S(X), admits a Cartan-Serre fibration XL-ίUiίS(X) such that π m (p) = isomorphism for m> n and TΓ^X^ = 1 for m ^n. Our map fc is the composition fc = ωp where ω is the natural weak homotopy equivalence ω: RS(X) -»X.
7.2. α: = (π (w) , Γ (w) , P (w) ) is a weak dual Postnikov functor (i.e., it fulfills (PI)).
Our a is a dual Postnikov-functor to π.
Proof. Take any other map k': X 2 -+X with π m {k') = isomorphism for m> n, and π w (X 2 ) -1 for m^n. Then there is a map g a : S α m -* -Xi, a e 7r m (X x ) such that k f g a = k \ S α m which is uniquely determined up to homotopy. Thus the map g = V g a : B -> X 2 can be extended in a unique way to a map (/: 5 = X t -* X 2 such that k = k r g. We are now going to verify the dual statement to Theorem 3. REMARK. In the case of Φ = π the maps k: X->X a in (PI) can be realized by Postnikov-fibrations (i.e. by fibrations with an EilenbergMac Lane complex as fiber). In the dual case which we just treated the corresponding maps k: X a -> X can be taken as Cartan-Serre-fibrations. For 8^E, the category of ess-spectra, the authors of [3] give a completely parallel treatment of Postnikov-decompositions and of Cartan-Serre-decompositions of a spectrum. There are many aspects in this duality which are not yet sufficiently explored. 8* Homology, We will consider the category ^ of all simplyconnected CTF-complexes and the corresponding homotopy-categorŷ Pβίr We define the homology functor H( ) = {H m ( )} as well as jjw _ [H m ) m^n in the same way as the homotopy functor. We are now going to determine all weak dual Postnikov-functors for H on Sβ β . Our first statement is again:
8. 1. a = (H {n) , T {n \P {n) ) is a dual weak Postnikov-functor to H where T {n) and P (n) are the inclusions resp. the projection.
Obviously a is a cί-functor. Take the category 2 a = {X | H m (X) = 0, m > n). If Xe?fi s is an object, one has to construct a space ΓGS, and a map k: X f -> X such that H m (k) is an isomorphism for m < n. This however is the purpose of a homology decomposition of a CWcomplex (simply connected) and can be found in [2] This proves (PI).
In [2] there is also a counterexample which proves that (P2) is not true in general for our triple a. It is comparatively easy to verify on Sβ β that all weak dual Postnikov-functors a = (Ψ, T, P) for Proof. There is a space X'eφ s and a map f:X-*X f with the following properties: H m (f) is a monomorphism for m > n and H m (X') = 0 for m < w. One erects the cone over the (n -l)-skeleton of X and for / one takes the inclusion map. Since H n (f)a is in the range where the Hurewicz-theorem holds we get a map f'\S n -+X' such that H(f')β = H(f)a for suitable βeH(S n ). We can assure the existence of a βeΨ(S n ) with T(β). Thus β = rv, where veH n (S n ) is the fundamental class. Since there is a map r: S n -* S n with fl"(r)i; = rv = /3 and Jϊ(r) is a monomorphism, we find a v e τ/r(S 
